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‘If you’re not 
sitting around the 
table you risk ending 
up on the menu’
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WHERE ARE WE REPRESENTED  
CURRENTLY? 

- The faith-based actor directory/list - 700+ 
- 40% of the faith-based engagement comes from the holy See
- WEA, ACT, WCC, projects

- COP25, 25th United Nations Climate Change conference

- We don’t know



WHY ARE THE MULTILATERAL TABLES 
IMPORTANT?

- Theory of change, structural level / policy / powers
- Giving advice to powers - rebuke oppressive systems/
structures on behalf of people in poverty
- We should provide support/back-up to Pentecostal advo-
cates for justice such as Dr Mukwege
- We are asked for, the Pentecostal voice is currently missing
- Others will represent us - negative picture of the Church 
and of Christ (Blockers instead of transformers of societies)
- 650 million without a structured representation 
- We have resources that others need (Conflict mineral materials etc)

- The UN and others need support - we should contribute



IS IT POSSIBLE TO INFLUENCE? 
              
- Bahá’i community - one person could do a lot
- the UN do understand that faith-based initiatives reach 
further and have the advantage of using a holistic approach 
- Other Christian actors are ‘growing old’

- We need to understand our world and our time 
- WEA sees the engagement as twofold 
a) A Christian voice in the UN 
b) A UN voice to the Churches
        (For example see for WEA Sustainability Center, Bonn)

IS IT WORTH THE EFFORT?



HOW To ENGAGE?

- Humble approach - we don’t know everything!

- Collaborate widely/ build alliances - better together (in-

ter-faith and secular NGOs)

- Chose some few themes to focus on first 

- Use the already established contacts; ACT, WCC, WEA etc

- Write formal agreements with United Nations Department of 

Global Communications , ECOSOC and for instance UNWOMEN

- Join the UN Interfaith task-force
- Represent in two ways 1. As the development/humanitarian 
wing of the global pentecostal network 2. As Spiritual leaders



WHAT IS OUR MESSAGE?

- Find/develop our prophetic message 
- Provide solid statements and reports (research and voices)
- Christians are in the UN very much known as blockers - 
we need another narrative - we need to bring hope



CHALLENGES

- Anti-Christ mentality (still?)
- Long-term commitment/structure - no quick fix
- Time
- Motivation/vision - is it worth it? Do we see the need for it?
- So far we are known for very few topics - shift in focus
- To establish quick and efficient channels for information and 
decision-making?
- Who is representing who? Pastor that or that?
- Financial resources



VOICES
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TO DO LIST

- Mapping out the already existing connections and strategically decide 
where to engage jointly
- Find joint  2-3 topics to approach the UN with - pilot test
- Build relations with one or two international bodies first and then expand to 
other - bridge function
- Develop a structure for developing joint positions/statements
- Use the ACT Alliance and WCC office as a trampoline
- Inform and work closely with church leaders
- Get it right from the beginning, decide on attitudes and approach - be a 
positive force, don’t create a ‘negative platform’. Bring hope!
- Make sure that we know the ‘UN-language’ (UN Charter, RBA and Sustaina-
ble Developmen Goals)



WHO?

- Work as a team
- Spiritually mature and professional
- young African lady 
- Flexible 
- Networking skills
- Not afraid of critique
- Human rights and theology 



WE ARE INVITED
WE ALREADY HAVE 
THE CONNECTIONS

IT IS AN OPPORTUNITY 
TO BRING HOPE

FOR A TIME LIKE THIS

SUMMARY


